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pop-culture, theatrical appeal of Christmas Past, Present, and Future; the 

multiplicity of musical styles cutting across opera, rock, rap, and contemporary 

pop; the surreal technical effects accompanying supernatural changes in time and 

place; and more. But most important, feelings of love, trust, forgiveness, 

generosity, kindness, hope, and goodness survive in virtually all supporting 

characters, saturate the story, and entirely engulf Scrooge's inhumanity. The play 

ends with resounding optimism. 

Road to a Revolution 

Since Road to i7 Revolution gains fictional substance from actual events 

surrounding Gallaudet University's 1988 "Deaf President Now" (DPN) protest, 

some historical background is useful. 

Washington, D.C.'s, Gallaudet University began modestly in 1856 as a school 

for twelve deaf and six blind students. Congress incorporated the institution in 

1857, and by 1987 a U.S. News and World Report survey ranked it among the top 

five regional universities east of the Mississippi.54 Today it is the world's only 

liberal arts university designed exclusively for deaf and hard-of-hearing students. 

Its primacy as a deaf culture linchpin cannot be overestimated, as suggested by 

Phyllis Frelich's description of the institution as "the castle on the hill" where the 

"cream of the deaf world" mingle.55 

Yet, despite its solidifying influence, until fairly recently Gallaudet retained a 

rather provincial profile. The 1984 installation of sixth president Jerry C. Lee 

finally transformed the university's somewhat stodgy persona and nudged it away 

from its custodial school mentality. As a new presidential search began in 

January of 1988, deaf people nationwide urged a vigorous engagement with the 

new millennium through deaf leadership, for none of the previous presidents had 

been deaf. The search ended on March 6, 1988, when the Board of Trustees 

chose hearing candidate Elizabeth Zinser, then vice Chancellor at the University 

of North Carolina at Greensboro, as Gallaudet's seventh president. The resultant 
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student-led DPN protest closed the university for a week and ignited worldwide 

awareness of deaf culture issues. Five days later, under intensifying pr~ssure, 

Zinser resigned; the following Sunday, the Board appointed 1. King Jordan as 

Gallaudet's eighth and first deaf president and conceded to all other student 

demands. The DPN protest now is sometimes thought of as the deaf civil rights 

movement compressed within just a week's time. 

In 1988, Medoff conceived of Road to (/ Revolution as a movie wherein a 

fictional Gatlaudct University deaf Board member wrestles through protest events 

involving her deaf daughter, one of the young student revolutionaries. At the 

time, studio eX'ecutives naively presumed that the 1987 screen version of Children 

ofa Lesser God adequately addressed deaf culture concerns and thus rejected the 

venture. Several years later Medoff completely reworked the story into a road trip 

format and again pitched it to studio executives who this time envisioned it as a 

TV movie but who, oddly, preferred less deafness. Unwilling to compromise on 

the centrality of deaf actors/characters, Medoff discontinued negotiations. Then 

in 2000, Deaf West Theatre artistic director Ed Waterstreet commissioned Medoff 

to write a new play in which at least half the characters would be deaf. The 

project satisfied the Department of Education's Office of Special Education and 

Rehabilitative Services' mandate that Deaf West expand outreach across America. 

Following its inaugural run at Deaf West's north Hollywood home theatre, the 

play would become the theatre's first national tour. Medoff rewrote Road to a 

Revolution as a stage play and premiered it at Deaf West Theatre in April of2001. 

Waterstreet celebrated the playas "an apt metaphor to remind us of the many 

'roads' that have converged and come full circle" by virtue of the momentous 

DPN victory. 56 However, for an assortment of administrative reasons, the play 

never toured. Medoff now affectionately but regretfully refers to Road to a 

Revolution as an "unfinished symphony,,,57 replete with social issue and stylistic 

terrain he may never fully chart. 
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In Road to a Revolution, Medoff employs the DPN protest as circumstantial 

backdrop rather than principal focus. Chronologically, the play's action covers 

eight days (exactly the same as the Gallaudet uprising) and does document most 

signal events and conflicts, albeit indirectly through sporadic radio and television 

announcements. More important, the protest serves mainly as catalyst and 

context for the exploration of complex issues related to deafness, multi-cultural 

adaptation, discrimination, sexual and psychological abuse, and family 

dysfunction. Medoffs juxtaposition of these social phenomena against the 

historically significant DPN protest affords the play its essential richness, for each 

involves people raging against society's inequities and insisting upon personal 

and cultural balance. 

Questions of diversity and its challenges texture the entire story and 

eventually coalesce into the play's strongest statement. Medoffpopulates the play 

with a wide assortment of people: deaf, hard-of-hearing, hearing, elderly, middle

aged, young, well-educated, poorly educated, male, female, African-American, 

Mexican-American, and Caucasian. Separate strata further define the deaf

hearing dichotomy: deaf culture militancy, subordination, pride, and unity; hard

of-hearing cultural denial; hearing culture ignorance, naivety, condescension, and 

curiosity; and interpreter dilemmas. An array of personal and cultural agendas 

vital to this conglomeration of people interact, conflict, and ultimately generate 

the play's volatile dynamics. The journey from New Mexico to Washington, 

D.C., thus becomes a working out of incompatibilities, of recognizing and 

reconciling personal and cultural ideals, and of asserting and protecting individual 

and cultural identities which enhance our increasingly diverse world. Near the 

end of the play, Gerri writes a newspaper article succinctly summarizing the 

overarching importance of their odyssey: 

Two days ago we were a group of strangers, at odds with 

each other physiologically, culturally, politically. We are 

not yet at peace, but we are bound by a common goal: to 
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reach a piece of geography where we hope to renew our 

pride in ourselves through the courage of our brethren. 58 

These sentiments parallel those expressed by Gallaudet President I. King Jordan 

in a convocation address at the University of Tennessee's 200th anniversary 

celebration: 

Each of us must learn the way across the bridges that divide 

groups in our country and in our communities so that instead 

of understanding differences as divisive we can all learn from 

and enjoy the richness they can bring .... As uncertain as 

the outcome may be, it is a journey on which we all must 

embark. 59 

Using larger social concerns as context, Road to a Revolution microcosmically 

demonstrates and advocates how people can overcome seemingly insurmountable 

differences and effect change beneficial to us all. People's admirable engagement 

in this endeavor exemplifies the kind of heroism alluded to earlier which Medoff 

finds disappointingly sparse in today's world. 

Generational family complications between Edna, Gerri, and Tina 

particularize more expansive diversity problems. Gradations in hearing ability 

across the characters from profoundly deaf to hard-of-hearing to hearing, 

respectively, further agitate matters. In different but equally disconcerting ways, 

all three women resent their family heritage for not providing sufficient support, 

love, and stability to encourage self-realization, confidence, and pursuit of 

dreams. They each feel ignored, misunderstood, unfulfilled, oppressed, and 

mistreated. Language differences outwardly manifest cultural gaps and 

exacerbate already faulty attempts at communication caused by generational 

divisiveness. Deep inside, each feels Gerri's desperation when as a child she 

etches on a piece of cowhide, "Nothing ... nothing ... nothing is enough." This 

aching emptiness, part of Medoffs personal psyche since his early teens, still 

occasionally haunts him. He describes it this way: 
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No matter what you do, no matter what percentage of the whole 

you achieve . .. nothing is quite as satisfying as you imagined. 

No relationship, no accomplishment. Life, ultimately, does not 

fill the void. It's not, "I can't do enough for you." Rather, it's 

no matter what we do as individuals, we end up feeling emptiness.6o 

By the end of the journey to Washington, D.C., the three women begin to view 

their own and the other's lives in enlightened ways. They discover the capacity to 

accept that "loving people comes with a lot of crap" and that the purest part of 

love is embracing the pain along with the joy as best we can.61 As is true for 

broader socially based diversity conflicts, this smaller family based one will take 

time to resolve and heal, but the three ladies have taken important steps forward. 

Samuel J. Zachary 
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